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Moving production apps off old servers to supported, modern
servers is a good move. If you’re hesitating because you don’t
want to break your app or affect business operations, there’s an
option that’s better than a risky in-place OS upgrade on
production servers or an app re-install: a stateful re-install on
new servers. 

A stateful re-install gets you
moving 
Every day, we successfully automate the stateful re-install of
Windows Server and Linux apps. VirtaMove dynamically
discovers the “as-is” state of production applications, then
moves the application and all its data to a new, modern server
without modifying the original server or impacting the
production system. The application is securely sandboxed on a
new server. 

A stateful re-install in four stages
The following figure illustrates four stages of app modernization. 



Stage 2: Containerize your app
In Stage 2, VirtaMove’s intelligent migration software
automatically packages the app and its dependencies, along with
all historical data, into a migration container. The containerized
application is isolated from the underlying operating system and
is portable. 
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Stage 1: Your current apps live
here
In Stage 1, your current app is running on an old server running
an old operating system, such as Windows Server 2003 or 2008.



Stage 3: Re-install your app

You’ve closed known security exposures on unsupported
servers.
Better performance on new servers.
You can reconfigure where apps run. Apps can be split and
installed on separate servers or consolidated on a single
server.

In Stage 3, VirtaMove moves the containerized app to a new
server and modern operating system, in the location of your
choice.  

The container can be removed at the end of the migration, after
testing. When the container is removed, the app is re-installed
on the new destination server. It runs natively on a modern OS,
with all its configuration, patches, and upgrades. 
You don’t need install scripts or source code, you don’t need to
migrate data or do tons of manual reconfiguration, and you can
get to a modern OS in one step instead of working along an
upgrade path.

You’ve reaped immediate benefits:

Moving apps to new servers extends their useful life and defers
app redevelopment. It’s a good place to be, but if you have big
modernization dreams, Stage 3 buys you time for an optional
Stage 4.
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Optional Stage 4: Remediate or
upgrade your app

In optional Stage 4, you can plan future functional or security
improvements using a conventional change management
process, using the tools and techniques available on a modern
platform.

You don’t have to commit budget and resources to a big
redevelopment project right now if you want to get to modern
servers and OSs. For a modest investment, a stateful re-install
lets you buy time and get more out of your current apps until
you’re ready for a big commitment. 

If you’d like to understand more about how we give business-
critical production applications more life, don’t hesitate to give
us a call. We’re pleased to share what we know.
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VirtaMove subscription-based software moves server applications to new cloud or

datacenter servers in a fraction of the time and cost associated with traditional migration

methods. Install scripts and source code not required. Encapsulating Windows Server and

Linux applications in VM/OS-free moving containers, VirtaMove’s patented software

provides an automated, stateful re-install of most complex server applications. VirtaMove

allows you to modernize your infrastructure, moving from an old, unsupported OS to a

newer one with automation – modernize and move forward to a new datacenter server or

cloud in one step. Reach out to us at info@virtamove.com or check out our website

www.virtamove.com to learn more.

ABOUT VIRTAMOVE
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